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Probability Models for Visual Search

Humans have a remarkable visual system one particularly intriguing feature of,

which is the active nature of scanning the scene. Humans scan the world with the high-

resolution fovea allowing the low-resolution peripheral information to guide the visual

search process. The goal of my project is to understand the role of eye movement patterns

in visual search tasks. Research 1 shows the limitations imposed by low-level factors in

visual search. Klarquist and Bovik 2 have developed probabilistic models for visual

search.

The active nature of scanning the visual space is accomplished by a series of

fixations and saccades 3 called scanpaths. Information about the scene is gathered during

the fixations. The term saccade is used to describe the process where the eye jumps to a

new fixation point. No information is gathered during saccades. For my project, I propose

to analyze these scan paths to develop a probabilistic model for visual search in humans.

Development of such a model involves analyzing the nature of images (edges, contrast)

around fixation points and trying to understand why the human eye fixated at those

points. Eye tracking using remote eye trackers and eye tracking using a virtual reality

helmet to confine the field of view of the subject is proposed as an integral part of the

development of a model for visual search.

Development of such a probabilistic model for visual search finds practical

applications in foveated video compression schemes. Most foveated video compression

schemes assume that the fixation points are known apriori. An automatic fixation point

selection algorithm can be developed from the probabilistic model.
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